
The Heretic Order are a new evil metal

I OunO from London. The band began

playing together in 201 4. and have recently

released their debut album All Hail The Or-

der through Massacre Records. We caught

up with front-man Lord Ragnar Wagner, to

find out more:

How did The Heretic Order com-

men ce?

I decided that I loved everything heavy and

evil, and this should be shown to the world

- hence the idea for the band was created

in a dark day in late 20i4 in gloomy Lon-

don.

How would you describe the Perso-
nality of the band?

Dark and Evill Ha halWe are just four metal

lads playing the music we love and having

a good time.

What was it that attracted you to the
dark and more evil things in life?

I (Lord Ragnar Wagner) don't really believe

in good and evil, itt just a human inven-

tion, all of us are capable of having dual

personality, creating mayhem or creating

beauty, there is no wrong or right in the na-

tural world so why should humans be any

different? We are all tenants of the same

planet, although the darker side of huma-

nity is more interesting to write about and I

am just a story teller.

What in the world do You draw in-

fluences from?
History, the world, philosophy. Our history

as a species is so fucked up that it's easier

to find a negative vile story that occurred

for real rather than rely on fiction. The fact

is our history is sicker than fiction .

Your debut album 'All Hall The Or-

der'is very skillful, so I would as-

sume that quite a few of You have

been doing this a long time?
I composed the album before finding a

band, then Rotted Skull.ioined on Bass, fol-

lowed by Evil E in drums and last the Count

came to the fold on guitar just as we were

recording the said album. Satan works in

mysterious ways. Everything came toge-

ther in 2015 .

How has it been starting as a new

band this past year?

Of course, the music industry has changed.

It's been on its death throes for years, today

it's harder to get by as a pro band, record

companies don't get a return, hence they

don't invest in new talent (not even in es-

tablished bands). lt's a more DIY business

bands need to pay their way, it's become

an expensive hobby rather than a career,

sad but true. You need to do your music

purely for the love of it.

We saw your new video for 'Death

Ride Blues'- who is that drunk man

stumbling around?

Ha ha ha! That's Dave The Beast, a top actor

with unbelievable skills. He should be in

Hollywood in big budget movies.

Where was the video filmed? Did

you scare any dog walkers / Passers

by in the filming Process?
We were lucky enough that one of the Sa-

tanic Nymphs managed to secure permis-

sion to film in a private property around

Oxfordshire so no we didn't scare anyone

- maybe the local animals .

[The Heretic Order have two female Satanic

Nymphs who perform with them at each

live show, and also feature in their videos.l

What are your future PIans?
We will keep doing music and play where

ever they have us. All Hail The Order!

Spread The Evil! This February we are on

the road in the UK with |.C.O.N on the Bri-

tish Riff Alliance tour, so get your arses to

the gigsl See you all on the roadl
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